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What’s in a name?
John lives in Boston. As John reached for his coffee he wondered what he could do
for entertainment tonight. There are no good movies opening this week but he
noticed that the Renaissance Fair was starting today in the park that he passes
every day on the way to work. Well, that sounds like a plan he thought. John works
at a computer company specializing in augmented reality, he has been a computer
geek since the beginning. He has always had a love for technology, and now with
the advent of 5G cellular networks, augmented reality has really taken off. Most
large companies are using some form of AR in their advertising and especially in
their on-site consumer experience. Today is a Friday and John usually ducks out a
little early. Since "Denise Griffin Memorial Park" is on his way home, he stops by to
see what the renaissance fair has to offer. He sees a tent with a sign out front that
says "Get your palm read today for only $20". He has a business trip on Monday so
he decides to go for it, maybe he can get a little inside information on how things
will go. As John enters the tent he sees a woman dressed in the traditional Gypsy
looking attire, she motions to a chair for him to sit at the small table. John thinks to
himself the only thing missing is the crystal ball! John pays her the $20, the woman
opens a very old looking jewelry box and adds it to her collection for the day. She
takes John's hand, asks his name and begins massaging his hand, palm, and
fingers, but she looks him directly in the eyes while doing this. She explains that
squeezing his hand gets the blood flowing and makes the lines in his palm more
visible to her. She then flattens out is hand, opens his palm to look at his lines. She
points to his "Love" line and says that he has had 2 true loves in his life (OK that’s
true...) however the woman that will become his wife is to enter his life soon,
sometime this year she claims. She points out his lifeline and says "Oooooooh"
and "Oh my" in a delightful glee. "You have a very unusual lifeline, Mr. John!"
“I have never seen a lifeline quite like this! It splits at the very beginning into two
lines, then comes back together in the near future. “Are you a twin?” she asks. “No”
John replies. “Are you sure? Maybe the other one died at birth?” John says "Well if
that was the case my parents never mentioned it" “OK, OK the future is what
matters” she says "You have a very important meeting coming up soon yes?" "Why
yes, I am going on a business trip next week to Omaha" John exclaims "Ah
business you will find but you will find so much more, your soul will be enriched
more than you can even imagine!" Then she looks out into space for a few
seconds, appears to get a chill, shakes her head and says "That is all I can tell
you" she anxiously slips his $20 back into his hand "Please be gone now" and she
proceeds to shoo him out of her tent and calls the next person in line to come in.
John is very bewildered, at first he thinks the Gypsy woman is crazy or deranged or
something, but then he thinks about what she said that his soul will be enriched
hmm….. "What did she mean my soul will be enriched???"

James lives in Phoenix. As James took his coffee off the counter at his favorite
coffee shop he wondered what he could do for entertainment tonight. There are no
good movies starting this week but the Art Museum is having a premier opening for
the Renaissance Masters. Well, that sounds like a plan he thought. James works
for a marketing company specializing in video advertising for large corporations.
Now that 5G cellular networks have taken over the technology market, video
advertising has really taken off. Most large companies are using some form of
video on their websites and social media pages as well as in their brick and mortar
stores. Today is a Friday and James usually ducks out a little early. James always
walks to work, it's about 5 miles from home but he likes the exercise. Since the art
museum is on the way home he plans to stop by and see what the Renaissance
Masters might have to offer. On the way, he passes "Emily Thomas Memorial Park"
and he sees that a carnival has been set up. He wonders why he didn't see any
signs or notices that it was coming to town. He stops walking at the entrance to
look around. As people are entering he sees a few young men, one says "Let's get
our palms read, I want to know when I'll become a millionaire!" They all laughed
and agree to go. James remembered when he was a young boy about 12, he
almost got his palm read at a carnival just like this. For some reason, the palm
reader came out of the tent and told everyone she was closing because she felt
sick but when she looked at him she became deathly afraid and anxious then
quickly went back in and closed the tent. James thought "This time I'll have that
palm read for sure!" He hurried in the gate to follow the young men to the palm
reader. After waiting in line a while, it was James' turn. He went in the small tent,
sat down and laid his $15 on the little table, but there was no palm reader. She
came in and said she was sorry for the delay, she had to take a call from her twin
sister in Boston who was very upset. She sits down and says "Now let me see
those palms of yours" she grabs both of his hands firmly with the grip of a man, she
begins to shake them and squeeze them all over. She says this gets the blood
flowing so that she can see the lines better. As she unfolds his palm she traces his
"Loveline" with her finger and says "Only one true love so far and she passed away
years ago right?" James says "Why yes she was in a terrible auto accident while
we were engaged" "Yes terrible," says the woman "but there is another woman
waiting for you in the near future" then she says "WAIT what is this?" "It's your
lifeline, it splits and reconnects just like she said!" James asks "Like who said what
do you mean?" The woman says "No, nooo, this can't be, it just can't be!" James
says "WHAT!" "My sister was upset because she saw a lifeline exactly like this two
hours ago, do you have relatives in Boston?" James says "No, I have no living
relatives as far as I know," James asks "Do you know what it means?" The woman
says "Not really we've never seen anything like this before. I do know that when
your lifeline gets to that re-connection point, it will suddenly change you" James
says "Oh yeah! a real life-changing day huh?" She slowly peers up from his palm,
looks him directly in the eyes and calmly but very firmly says "No James, YOU will
change..." She quickly hands him his $15 and says "I will pray for you but you
should leave now."
James looks confused he shook his head and walked out. At first he thought this
was a big mistake just like when he was a kid. Then he thought about what she
said "YOU will change. "Hmm, What did she mean, what kind of change??"

John goes to Omaha
John kept thinking about what the woman said all weekend, he just couldn't help it.
It was like she planted the words in his brain and they were growing like a creeping
vine. It’s Monday, he gets up early and begins to pack for his trip to Omaha. The
technology conference would have numerous booths and displays. Many will be
showing new ways to use augmented reality to attract new customers. He calls the
usual limo company to take him to Logan Airport, his company always flies him
first-class. It's a nice policy but John never asked why, mostly because he would
not want to be the one that causes the policy to be reviewed and changed. It's a
gloomy day in Boston. Omaha was looking great, sunny and 75 degrees pretty
good for late September. John arrives in Omaha about 11:15 AM local time. John
finally finds his limo driver holding a sign with his company name on it. It's a short
3-mile ride to his hotel. He has never been to Omaha but he was told it's a pretty
luxurious hotel. It's called the "Magnolia Hotel Omaha". John decides to look it up
on the new AR app that his company developed earlier this year. So there it is, a
3D floating model of the hotel as seen through his IPad. It shows everything inside
and out. “Well, very nice indeed, so it's first class all the way!” Arriving at the hotel
the staff promptly takes his bags and leads him to the front desk. John proceeds
with the check-in process, admiring the beautiful hotel at the same time. When he
gets to his room he plops down on the bed and it hits him, like a hammer hitting a
nail over and over and over. "Soul will be enriched" "Soul will be enriched" he
shakes it off and begins to unpack.

James get a surprise at work
James arrives at work, while walking to his desk he feels the tension in the office
immediately. He sits down and his boss Dean comes to him right away and says
"Thank God you're here, come in my office we have a lot to go over" Now James
becomes anxious and curious, whatever is going on it involves him. Dean proceeds
to tell him that Rick one of his co-workers was in a terrible accident early this
morning on his way to the airport, it looks like he will be ok but there is no way he
can go to the conference in Omaha this week. “I hope you don't have anything
important planned this week cause we already bought you a ticket to Omaha. The
flight leaves at like 4 am tomorrow so you'll be there for breakfast!” James raises
his eyebrows and says "Well, uh, I guess I can fill in for Rick" Dean says "Good we
paid a lot of money to have a booth at this conference and we expect to get
hundreds of good leads and deals as a result. James asks "So is it the normal
booth set up like before, all the TV's, computers and toys?" "Ya everything like
before and more, we also have a new Augmented Reality App set up on your
tablets from a company in Boston that will really attract attention and bring in the
crowds!" "You can read up on it on the plane. It uses Artificial Intelligence so it's
very user-friendly you'll get how to run demos real quick. We will have your tickets
and paperwork ready soon then you can go home and take the rest of the day to
get ready. By the way, since we threw this at you last minute I told corporate we're
sending you first-class airfare and hotel!” James says "Wow that's a switch, that's
great thanks!" Dean says "Thank you, James! We're lucky to have you, this will
look great for you at review time!"

Omaha or bust!
James arrives home, begins to pack and thinks maybe he should try to take a nap,
but then he thinks why bother he has not been sleeping very much all weekend. He
keeps thinking about that palm reader lady and the strange things she said. "Never
seen a lifeline like that", "twin sister was upset when she saw one like it", "you will
change, you will change, change, change, change!" It's like a creeping vine of
thoughts in his brain, that he just keeps getting tangled up in! He shakes his head
and tries to focus on packing and the AR software he needs to learn all about while
he's flying to Omaha. James finds a football game to watch then he falls asleep
during halftime. Then later he is jolted awake by a dream, something happened in
the dream that woke him up. Was it a fall? a hit?, an earthquake?, he couldn't
remember anything except a bright light. The game was long over and it was
almost time to leave for the airport anyway. Before you know it he was walking
down the aisle of the plane but not very far because he was in the first class
section this time. Wow, this is really nice he thinks as he settles in and pulls out the
booklet on the AR software. It's called "ACE", "Augmenting the Consumer
Experience" He becomes engrossed in this amazing technology during the entire
flight. He hears the pilot's announcement, "We are beginning our descent into
Omaha, the temperature is 71 degrees and we are expecting clear and sunny
skies". James retrieves his bags and hails a cab. He asks "Could you take me to
the Magnolia Hotel Omaha please?". As they leave the airport he asks the cabbie
"Have you heard of the Magnolia Hotel, is it nice?" The cabbie replies "Oh, the
nicest in town sir" "You'll be getting the first class treatment for sure staying there!"
As the cab pulls up to the hotel two bellhops come running over, one opens the
door for him, "Welcome to the Magnolia sir" the other unloads his bags. They lead
him to the front desk where another bellhop waits to take him to his room. The
young woman behind the desk turns around and says "What can I do for you, Mr.
Sawyer?!" James looks at her very puzzled. She says "It's John isn't it, you
checked in yesterday right?" James says "No, no, you must have me confused with
someone else, my name is James Tinley, I'm here to check in today" Now the girl
looks puzzled and says "Ooookkkay, let's see, Mr. Tinley, yes I have you right here,
we have you in the Camelot Suite, it's on the seventh floor." As James makes his
way up to the room he thinks there must be someone staying here who looks kinda
like me. He gets to the room and looks around and is completely amazed at how
luxurious this "suite" is. "Wow, this is reeeeally nice!" He says to the bellhop "Yes
sir best hotel in town!" he tips the guy and proceeds to walk around and take the
self-guided tour. Chandeliers, huge TV, and a big puffy couch! He thinks, boy I'll be
living the high life all week! The conference opens tomorrow so he has a paid day
off today. He decides to unpack later and hit the hotel restaurant for breakfast. He
enters the elegant restaurant everything is all glass and white marble with two-tone
gray streaks. It has skylights and is connected to an open inner courtyard with
many trees and large plants. Wow, staying here doesn't feel like Omaha, Nebraska!

Becky Blue Eyes
After John unpacks he plops down on the puffy couch and thinks “Hmm… I wonder
how the hotel decided to put me in the "Merlin Suite"? Whatever it's nice, pretty
fancy for Omaha! He looks out the seventh-floor window and has a very good view
of the open courtyard in the middle of the hotel. He notices the restaurant that's
connected to the courtyard and decides he could do some lunch! He's here early in
the week the conference doesn't start until Wednesday but he wants to get the
booth set up just right, this is an important show. He needs to present the new ACE
software to the world in a big way. He will do some live feeds while he's there. His
boss set up an interview with a technology segment on the Fox Business Network
for Friday morning. "Hello world, meet ACE your window to the future of consumerbased mixed reality!" He goes to the restaurant and is quite impressed with all of
the crystal and marble it gives it a classy European feel. Since it's Monday and the
place is virtually empty, the hostess waves her hand and says "Anywhere you like
sir, the window areas are a little more comfortable!" He proceeds to the nearest
window and sees what she means, the chairs in these areas are soft puffy leather
with high backs "Very nice" he says out loud. As John eats his lunch he thinks
about what the convention will be like. This time his company will be one of the top
booths to visit there are supposed to be posters and ads all over the conference
floor. Some of the speakers will be incorporating the new AR technology into their
speeches this week. Then he remembers that spooky palm reader again. He
begins to feel a little nervous that he will "Find so much more" in the next few days.
I need to find peace with this, so he tells himself that he welcomes whatever will
happen, after all, enrichment of the soul sounds like a good thing! Later in the
afternoon, he checks out how the booth is coming. It does look quite different than
past shows. Most notably it takes up double the space. He decides, "Looking
good!" He proceeds to the restaurant for dinner. He sits near the windows again
reading a Mixed Reality industry journal. He notices a blonde woman sitting two
tables down along the same window. She is sipping coffee and also reading
something. He sees the cover and realizes it's the same journal that he has in his
hand! He grabs his coffee and goes over to talk to her. She looks up and he shows
her the cover in his hand and says "I guess we're here for the same reason, the big
show right?" She laughs and says "Yup sometimes I have to stop and check what
reality I'm actually in at the moment!" He asks her "Are you a developer?" "Yeah,
my company is researching how to integrate AR and VR into a Mixed Reality super
world. "Oh, that sounds fun! My name is John Sawyer" "Hello John, I’m Becky
Forsythe, nice to meet you, please join me." John replies "Thank you" As he looks
at her he notices that she has very blue eyes and is very attractive. Becky asks "So
who are you here with, I mean what company, anyone I've heard of?" "Oh I doubt it
I'm from Boston, I work with Bold Vision AR." She says "Oh yea of course, the new
ACE Consumer software, I am looking forward to seeing their demonstration! Will
you be manning the booth?" John says "Yup that's me but I am a little nervous it's
all new stuff this time." "We’re not really featuring anything else, it's all ACE all
week." Becky replies "Oh I'm sure you'll be fine from what I've read the user
interface is very easy to move around in.

After they talked effortlessly for about twenty minutes Becky says "I hate to cut you
short John, but I have a meeting in the morning that I need to prepare for, I'll be
stopping by your booth maybe Thursday or Friday (pointing at her face) so don't
forget this face OK!?" John says "Oh I won't, I could spot those blue BLUE eyes
anytime!" She gently shakes his hand and squints her eyes at the same time
saying "See ya soon!"

Let the show begin!
It's Wednesday morning and rain has finally settled into the Omaha area. It looks
like it will be a gloomy start to the Midwest Integrative Technology Show or MITS
for short. It's not the largest of its kind attendance-wise, but it boasts to have the
most booths and vendors of any tech conference in the US. That's why James'
company Propulsion Video Marketing went all out to have a noticeable presence at
this convention. James woke up early at about 5 AM, way before the alarm. He
says to himself, I must be anxious for the show to start!
He makes a pot of coffee in the room and pours a cup. He notices some ominous
dark clouds outside and walks over to the window for a better look. It reminds him
of a painting as the low clouds seem to skip off the edge of the hotel roof and break
up as they cross the courtyard. Must be fog he thinks. He looks around and sees a
man standing in a window same floor directly across the inner courtyard. The man
seems to be looking James' way so he does a kind of a salute wave and the man
raises his coffee cup as a return gesture. James says out loud "Yep, big day for
everyone today buddy!" The conference officially opens at noon. James will have
plenty of time to go have a relaxing breakfast at the restaurant.
John thinks, that guy is probably one of the vendors at the show he says out loud
"Yup, big day and big weekend ahead for all of us buddy". John will be meeting up
with a couple of colleagues today from the Chicago office. Brad and Doug always
help out with the big shows. John walks into the huge exposition center. The Bold
Vision AR booth is near the center by the main stage. As he arrives he is greeted
by handshakes and bro hugs from the guys. "Great to see you again John!" says
Brad, "Yeah you guys too!" replies John. Doug says "We are pretty much ready to
go it's just like what we had set up in Boston for the corporate worldwide premiere
in April." John says "Good, I want to get in there and get warmed up so everything
flows smoothly when we open." As they are finishing the setup Brad looks up and
says "Hey John this guy just walked by, he looks exactly like you, could have been
your twin brother!" John laughs and says "Oh really? My doppelganger is here
huh? Maybe I'll run into him this week" They all laugh and go back to the setup. A
little later there is an announcement that welcomes everyone and says the 2021
MITS Conference has officially begun. Brad says "Here we go, this is the big one!"
John looks around smiles and nods his head.

3, 2, 1, WE'RE LIVE!
James tells his co-worker Charlene "Well things were pretty slow Wednesday and
Thursday, we got some new customers and some good leads but let's hope the
crowd really fills in today". She agrees and reassures James saying, "Oh I'm sure it
will be better, most people show up for the weekend." It's Friday so the MITS
conference opens at 10:00 AM instead of noon. After about an hour James notices
the crowd is much better today. An announcement is made that today's events will
begin with a live interview televised on the Fox Business Channel with a
representative of Bold Vision AR for the new ACE software. It will be shown on all
of the screens in the convention center. James can see a 4-way screen grouping
directly across from their booth. Fox News is already on and they are talking about
new tech advances and the ACE software. John goes up on stage to be fitted for a
microphone. He then sits in a chair that the stagehand directs him to. He is a little
nervous because it's a live interview but thinks to himself "I got this!" The Fox
News reporter comes over introduces himself and says "John we'll have about 10
minutes of actual interview with you then we are going remote to some vendor
booths to ask their opinions. We'll come back to me and you for the sign-off and
that's it, pretty simple right?" John says "Yeah that sounds good" Then the
stagehand says "OK we go live in 2 minutes, eyes on me for the queue!"
[Bill] “Hello everyone! We are here at the MITS tech convention in the great city of
Omaha, Nebraska. So MITS stands for the Midwest Integrative Technology Show,
one of the largest tech shows in the country. We're here on the speaker stage with
John Sawyer of Bold Vision AR in Boston, Hello John, welcome to our show, what
do you think about the 2021 MITS Convention so far?”
[John] “Thanks Bill, glad to be here, MITS is amazing for sure everyone in
technology that you have ever heard of is here along with plenty of new emerging
companies as well. I am a computer geek from way back so I love all the tech, all
the time!"
[Bill] “John your company Bold Vision AR has a new amazing software premiering
here at the show could you tell us about it?”
[John] “Sure we've been working on this for over 2 years now and it's the most
revolutionary Augmented Reality Software to ever hit the market! We have taken all
the advances in AR, VR, and mixed reality and put them together in the userfriendly, and developer friendly program called ACE. So ACE stands for
"Augmented Consumer Experience" Now with ACE, anyone can use AR to promote
their business, products, or events. It even works on a Facebook page or Linkedin
page across all formats, tablets, phones, and computers. Our new multi-compatible
user interface allows keypad and voice for programming as well as display features
and overall operation. The goal is to get more people not only using mixed reality
but creating it as well.”

[Bill] “Wow that sounds great John, tell us about the different user levels?”
[John] “Yes we've created 3 different working levels for our users. The first level is
for beginners in Mixed Reality and it's just called "Simple". It's mostly teaching
what and how to use the different realities and preparing for the next level. Then
there is a mid-stage called "Intermediate" for those who have some experience
with AR, VR, or just technology in general. Lastly, we have the "Advanced" level for
developers, companies or individuals who have been using and creating Mixed
Realities over the past few years.”
[Bill] “Thanks, John! Now we are going to go out on the floor and talk to some of
the attendees and vendors who have tried out the new ACE software over the last
couple of days and get their thoughts.”
[Greg on the floor] “Hi I'm Greg, with the Fox News Channel and this is Elisa with
"Mixed Reality Consumer Solutions" Hi Elisa! Could you tell me what your company
does and why you think ACE is a good fit for you?”
[Elisa] “Hi Greg, my company offers mixed reality solutions for companies that are
new to using MR or companies looking to expand to multiple locations. I used ACE
at the Bold Vision AR booth yesterday, and I have to tell you I was very impressed
with the ease of use. We'll certainly be offering it as the premier software to use
with our packages!”
[Greg] Thanks, Elisa! Here we have Thomas he is a first-time MITS attendee and
says he tried ACE this morning. What did you think of it, Thomas?
[Thomas] Well I am a beginner when it comes to MR but I was able to create some
floating and stationary objects right in front of me while wearing the Bold Vision
Lenses. I could see everything around me as I was throwing a virtual Frisbee to the
VR resident assistant that helps with the teaching. We threw it back and forth a few
times then the program automatically created a few samples for me to try like a
soccer ball and a basketball. It was tons of fun! I definitely want to get ACE for the
whole family to use!
[Greg] Thanks for your input Thomas, back to you Bill!
[Bill] Thanks Greg, well John it looks like ACE will have a bright future in the MR
industry! Can you give us the website so that people can take a look at it from
around the world!?
[John] Sure Bill. Anyone can download a limited trial version of ACE for any device
on our website at www.AR4U.com
[Bill] John Sawyer from Bold Vision AR, Thanks for joining us today!
[John] My pleasure Bill, thanks for having me!
[Bill] "Ok we'll be back in a few minutes right after the break." The stagehand yells,
"Aaaaand we're out"

Bill reaches for John's hand and says "Thanks John it was great having you here"
"Thank you Bill and Fox for helping us get the word out on ACE!" replies John.
James and Charlene are both talking to customers at the booth while the interview
is proceeding. Charlene finishes up first. She got the lead and signed him up for
their newsletter as well. She looks across at the big screen and says out loud
"What the heck! " She smacks James on the arm and says "James! James! Look
you gotta see this!" James does not look yet he says "What the interview thing?"
She says ya this guy looks just like you he could be your twin brother!" James
looks up sees the Fox News guy saying they are going out to the floor to get
opinions. Charlene says "You just missed him, keep checking, I think they will go
back to the interview after the floor thing". James finishes up with the person he
was talking to and watches the monitor for a while. They cut back to Bill and John.
James stares with an astonished look on his face and says "Wow that's wild, it's
like looking in a mirror! That's really freaky!" Charlene says I'll bet he is at the Bold
Vision AR booth you should go over there and say Hi. James says "Yeah right, with
my luck one of us will have a heart attack or something! It's really no big deal, I
know we’re not related or anything. I don't have any living relatives anymore.
John makes his way back to the booth, Brad and Doug are swamped! There are
people everywhere, taking brochures, waiting in line to try the demo, others are
watching and talking about ACE. It looks like the interview was a hit! He wades
through the crowd gets in the booth and starts helping out. Before they know it
hours have gone by and it's 6:30 pm they close up at 7 pm and the booth is a
wreck! Hundreds of people today and hundreds of new customers! John thinks
that's good the guys back at corporate will be happy and we still have all day
Saturday and half of Sunday left! ACE has blasted off and will soon be in orbit for
years to come!!! After a while, John and the guys get things straightened up and it's
time to wrap it up. John tells Brad and Doug, "Go ahead go to dinner I'll catch up to
you later. You guys test out the steaks and let me know how they are when I get
there ok!?" John thinks to himself I am so drained, well it was a good and very
productive day. Let's hope that we can clone the day for tomorrow!

Two Men Who Meet and Change the World
James and Charlene close up the booth and start heading for the restaurant for
dinner. As they walk they talk about the day. A steady stream of people created a
very good day! They now have tons of leads and lots of getting the word out about
video advertising by Propulsion Video Marketing.
While walking they are looking at each other, then they are startled by someone
standing right in front of them, It's John Sawyer…. James looks at the mirror image
of himself with a puzzled look. Charlene looks from one face to the other, then
shrieks and covers her mouth!
John has a curious, but determined look on his face. James says "Oh you're John
Sawyer I saw you on Fox Business today. My name is James Tinley. As James and
John both take a step closer and reach out their hands to shake, John says "Don't
you think it's amazing that we look so much alike? James says "Sure do!"
Their hands touch and they both feel a shocking electrical charge, neither is able to
let go and both show severe pain on their faces. Charlene screams "What's going
on here, I feel tingles all over!" All the lights in the large room begin to flicker and
blink erratically, then go out completely. Charlene becomes terrified and runs to a
battery lighted exit sign.
A pinkish white glowing light begins emanating from their hands. The two men now
realize something very profound, strange and supernatural is happening. Their
muscles stiffen and the pain intensifies, yet still, neither man is able to let go. The
light gets larger, turns a shade of blue on the outside of the pinkish, white, shiny,
gold, glowing orb. It envelops both men completely. The walls begin to shake,
actually, everything inside the convention hall vibrates and the entire building with
all of its contents now shake violently! Things bounce and fly all around the huge
room. The huge bright white whirlwind swirls violently, then finally collapses into a
small multi-colored fast spinning ball, things crash to the ground and everything
stops. All goes dark.

A New World Has Begun, Unknown, yet known to all.
James wakes up blurry eyed with people all around him. It seems he passed out on
his way to the stage. His wife Becky says "Sweetie are you alright now? Did you
trip on something? One of the bodyguards from his entourage says "Is he OK now
Mrs. Sawyer?" she says "I think so, James are you OK now?" As he quickly gets up
off the floor James says "Yes darling I feel fine." He shakes his head and says
"Let's go give that speech!" James is the keynote speaker at the 2021 MITS
convention. His company Bold Visions Technology is one of the major sponsors
due to the amazing success of the ACE software released earlier this year at the
Chicago Multi-Media Conference.
We hear the MC saying: "James Sawyer started the company 20 years ago after
the tragic death of his first wife. It has been a long hard climb to build the company
and take the bold steps necessary to become the premier “Interlaced Reality
Company” in the world. Now we will hear the amazing story from the founder and
CEO of Bold Visions Technology, here he is, James Sawyer!!!"
James and Becky take the stage and raise their hands high in the air to huge
applause and roars from the large Sunday afternoon crowd attending this year.
James tells his story while the speech is carried live on the Fox Business Network
channel. He is modest and humble giving credit to God, to all the people who
helped along the way and a most heartfelt thank you to his wife Becky without
whom he claims he would not exist and wouldn't want to.
A long time ago two men were born instead of one. A monumental mistake that
changed how the world was supposed to be. As the decades went by the world
became spiritually darker. It strayed more and more from the intended path. People
went on not knowing that their lives were supposed to be different, better and
brighter. The entire world looks new and different now that destiny has
corrected its path. The previous alternate world that John Sawyer and James
Tinley lived in, no longer exists. The people of the earth who live now know nothing
of what WAS, only of what IS and the expectations of what WILL be. Humans will
live their new lives never knowing that their other lives ever existed. Life as it is
now, especially to the man who was always meant to be, “James Sawyer”, and to
all the world, has always been "An Unaltered Life".
FOR MORE INFORMATION CLICK BELOW!!!

